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Services  
individually  

bookable



1. Design and planning Your Hexagon

Fixed rate for planning         850,00 € 

snow m³  base area m²     

HEXAGON S 520 320      6.000,00 € 

HEXAGON M 700 420     12.000,00 € 

HEXAGON L 900 630     18.000,00 € 

HEXAGON XL 1500 780    25.000,00 € 

List price  Rent 1/3 

Skateswing 
2.000,00 €       666,67 €        

Sound Bulls Eye         2.500,00 €          833,33 € 

Jumpbag          7.500,00 €      2.500,00 € 

Pad to jump in          1.500,00 €         500,00 € 

Climbing net          1.500,00 €         500,00 € 

Tube slide          3.500,00 €         1.166,67 € 

Tube slide         2.500,00 €          833,33 € 

Quater Coping 
         1.500,00 €         500,00 € 

Pennant leash               20,00 €              6,67 € 

Bench             350,00 €            116,67 € 

Skate Decks             280,00 €            93,33 € 

Pole and climbing ropes             600,00 €         200,00 € 

     2.500,00 € 

5. Maintenance of a Hexagon 

1. Full support by Schneestern 1.500,00   /weeks ? 

980,00   / weeks ? 

1.800,00  3. Training of customer staff (per week, up to 2 persons)

 Total cost estimate 

journey 

board and lodge depend on the size of the HeXagon

can be rented via Schneestern

can be rented via Schneestern

on request Schneestern can organize (the production) of the 
needed snow

offered individually

6. Requirements for realization

board and lodge for Schneestern crew

excavator: 7 - 12 tons

snow cat / solo machine / small cats available  

needed snow amount --> 2. choice of size

2. Weekly inspections and reshapes by Schneestern

Each HeXagon is individually planned and adapted to the terrain conditions. For example, we pay attention to the 
orientation of the sun. Our customer service will gladly discuss all possibilities with you and show you the various 
elements.

We have calculated all expenses for the different snow constructions on the basis of the volume, the base area, the 
staff and all necessary tools like chainsaws, snow blowers and shape tools. 

Depending on the size and budget, you can put together your own hexagon. The larger the HeXagon is (S; M; L; XL) the 
more equipment can be installed. - The elements can also be rented.

PE coping incl. handrail for holding and gaining 
momentum 

Hexagon style incl. PC safety pole  / per running meter

PE tube / 5 m

PE tube / 3 m

steel construction, with ropes and skate deck to stand 
on and swing

target incl. sound effects when hit

jumpbag 8 x 7 x 0,8 m, incl. print 4m x 1m

2 x 2 m 

Hexagon climbing frame / steel construction / powder-
coated  3 x 2,5m 

2. Choice of size

3. Chose your own equipment

ca. 1 m hight / rope length ca. 3 m  

Each HeXagon can have its own theme and design based on a template by the customer. For example, mascots and 
logos can be integrated into the design. We are happy to develop a design proposal for you. This service can be 
booked with a fixed rate. 

For maintenance we offer 3 modules on a weekly basis. 1. Full support by SST staff 2. Weekly inspections and reshapes 
by SST 3. SST training of customer staff (cost plus journey) - all depending on the size of the HeXagon

4. Own design and colors

Hexagon style  - made out of wood

professional snow kates 

Fixed rate for individualization

 




